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About the Spreadsheet 

name TA-HR-5510-X. HR Master Applicant Spreadsheet 

owner HR   

access & use  Restricted to HR 

what it is 

A master spreadsheet for tracking all prospects, job inquiries and position 
applications received by the Company, and gauging the effectiveness of our 
efforts to attract qualified candidates. 
Used as a database to:  
 Capture a permanent record of applicants 
 Track applicants and their suitability for future openings 
 Search for suitable candidates for open positions  
 Extract applicant information for Hiring Managers for specific open 

positions 
 Report on recruiting and hiring metrics 

used with  TA-MGR-5520-M. Position Applicant Tracking Spreadsheet 
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Why This Process is Important 
Ongoing tracking of prospects and applications—both solicited and unsolicited—saves us time and 
money in the recruiting process.  If managers have already done the work to review applications, screen 
and even interview applicants, it makes good business sense to draw on that pool before spending more 
money and time to advertise and screen a whole new group.  If we hire one staff member a year from 
the pool of applicants and prospects we track, the process pays for itself.   

Even if we don’t have suitable candidates in our talent pool, the process gives us a thorough 
understanding of the effectiveness of our attraction strategies.  We know who is applying and how 
frequently, and we can monitor the applicant-to-candidate conversion rate.  The target rate is 10:3 – for 
every ten applicants we get, we should be able to screen in at least 3. If we aren’t seeing this ratio, it’s a 
signal to review our strategy for attracting applicants. 

By rigorously tracking applicants and prospects, we will: 

 Know if there are good potential candidates before advertising externally 

 Know how effective our recruitment tactics are when we do advertise externally by tracking the 
number of: 

• Applicants per posting 

• Applicants who make it through initial screening  

• Applicants hired  

 Have evidence to support or adjust our methods of attracting top talent. 

Instructions for Using the Spreadsheet 
The table below describes each column in the HR Master Applicant Tracking Spreadsheet and what to 
enter in each one. 

Updating the Drop-down Lists 

A drop-down list ensures data integrity so that when you sort a column, you are guaranteed that all data 
is entered consistently and accurately. Even an additional space will affect sorting of data.  

The drop-down lists accessed from some of the columns in this spreadsheet reference the lists (named 
ranges) on the Drop-down List Ranges worksheet. You can edit the items in each list, and add new 
items. The drop-down lists will update automatically to reflect your changes. 
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Set up your HR Department  Create HR for Clients 

A complete HR Toolkit for small business to 
create and maintain your HR fundamentals.    

Create your HR materials 

• 260+ premium templates to create  
contracts, employee manuals, forms, 
spreadsheets and manager guides 

• Download your HR folders 

• Identify your HR priorities 

• 22 HR topics 

• Create HR intranet 

Support your HR Function 

• COVID-19 Portal 

• Legislation Portal 

• Remote Workforce Portal 

• Mental Health Portal 

• Diversity & Inclusion Portal 

• Weekly updates, email notifications 

• Help & support. With real humans! 

 HR Toolkit for Small Business, but made for HR 
consultants with the following differences:  

• Special licensing for use with clients 

• Additional module + additional download of 
pre-assembled folders and templates to 
create your own master HR toolkit to 
re-use for new clients 

• Pricing.   
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Column Name What to Enter and Why 

Fields Completed by HR when Application Received  

A  Application 
Type 

From the drop-down list, select:  
 Solicited:  applicants applying for a specific open position 
 Unsolicited:  applicants applying to the company, not a specific 

position 
 Unsolicited – No fit:  applicants applying to the company, not a 

specific position.  After reviewing an application – it’s 
determined that the skills and background are not a fit.  

 Internal:   internal applicants applying for a specific open 
position 

 Prospect:   individuals who have not applied to work for us, but 
have been recommended by a trusted internal or external 
contact as someone who’d be an excellent fit for our Company  

 Red Hot:  prospects who’ve been identified as someone we 
should hire as soon as possible 

Note:  Conditional formatting is applied to this column. Prospects 
and Red Hot candidates are formatted to match column headings L 
through O. 
Why:   Enables you to sort or filter applications by type (e.g., show 
all Red Hot Candidates, do not show Unsolicited-No Fit). 

B  Department 
Applied to or 
Recommended 
for 

From the drop-down list, select the department this person has 
applied or been recommended to work for.   
Enter a value in this column for all application types. 
Why:  Enables you to sort or filter applications and prospects by 
department (e.g., show all applicants or prospects for Finance). 
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Column Name What to Enter and Why 

C  Position Applied 
for  & Hiring 
Manager 
 
 

Solicited Applications:  From the drop-down list, select the 
number, title and Hiring Manager of the position the individual 
applied for. 
When a new position and position number is opened, add it to the 
drop-down list name range, and delete positions that are closed. 
See Updating the Drop-Down List above.  

Unsolicited Applications, Prospects and Red Hot Candidates:  
Leave this column empty unless you have recommended to a Hiring 
Manager that this individual be considered for a specific current 
open position.  In that case, enter the number and title of the open 
position the individual is being recommended for. 
Why:   Used to sort and populate the Hiring Manager’s Position 
Applicant Spreadsheet with the list of candidates for a specific 
position after the application deadline has expired.  

D  Date Received Enter the date the application or prospect information was 
received.  If multiple applications have been received from the 
same individual, record each one on a separate row and note the 
date received.  
Why:  Track how often an individual has applied to the Company, 
and over what period of time. 

E  Applicant Last 
Name 

Enter the applicant’s last name. 
Hyperlink the last name to the application file:  
1. With your cursor in the Last Name cell, press Ctrl + K.  The 

Insert Hyperlink dialogue box is displayed. 
2. Navigate to the individual’s saved application and click on the 

file name to highlight it. 
3. Click OK.  The dialogue box is closed and the individual’s name 

is underlined to indicate it is hyperlinked. 
Why:  Let’s you sort applications by last name, and open an 
application by clicking on the individual’s name.  Note:  The 
hyperlink must be updated if you move the application to a 
different folder. 

F  Applicant First 
Name 

Enter the applicant’s first name. 
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Column Name What to Enter and Why 

G  Current or Last 
Employer 

Enter the name of the applicant’s current or last employer. 
Why:  Recording this information enables us to sort applicants by 
company name and observe trends over time.  For example, 
companies in the same or related industries, competitors, etc. 
Note:  Only use acronyms that you would likely search on, for 
example, SAP or IBM. Otherwise, use the full employer name.  

H  Current or Last 
Title 

Enter the applicant’s current or last full title.  Avoid acronyms, for 
example, enter “Accounts Payable Clerk” instead of “A/P Clerk”.  
Why:  So you don’t have to open a resume to find out the 
applicant’s current or previous title. 

I  Recruiting 
Source 

From the drop-down list, select how the individual learned of the 
open position.  Maintain the drop-down list to keep it current.  
Why:  Identify which recruiting sources yield the highest quantity 
and quality applicants for different types of positions. 

J  Recruiting 
Source Details 

Enter additional details to accompany Column M selection, but 
particularly If “Other” or “Referral” was selected. 
Why:  May be used for running reports and clearly understanding 
recruiting sources.  

K  Prospect or Red 
Hot Email 

Enter the email address of a prospect that has been referred by an 
internal or external individual.  Only use this field if the individual 
has not yet submitted a resume. 
Why:  Record the contact information of prospects who have not 
yet applied for a position. 

L  Prospect Red 
Hot Phone # 

Enter the phone number of a prospect that has been referred by an 
internal or external individual.  Only use this field if the individual 
has not yet submitted a resume. 
Why:  Record the contact information of prospects who have not 
yet applied for a position. PR
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Column Name What to Enter and Why 

M  Prospect Red 
Hot LinkedIn 
Profile Link 

Enter the LinkedIn address of a prospect that has been referred by 
an internal or external individual.  Only use this field if the 
individual has not yet submitted a resume. 
Why:  Record the contact information of prospects who have not 
yet applied for a position. 

N  Prospect Red 
Hot Resume 
Forwarded to 
Manager? 

If the resume was forwarded to someone for next-steps action, 
enter the name of the recipient manager.    
Why:  Talented prospects are gold.  A senior manager who could 
benefit from the skills and experience of a prospect must meet with 
them and keep them warm.  

Note:  HR sorts information gathered up to this point to create a TA-MGR-5520-M. Position Applicant 
Tracking Spreadsheet for the Hiring Manager after the application deadline for a specific position has 
passed.   

The Hiring Manager uses the Position Applicant Tracking Spreadsheet to record interview and hiring 
decisions and record notes.  Once the position is closed, HR accesses the completed spreadsheet so 
that the HR Master Applicant Spreadsheet can be updated. 

Fields completed by HR using the hiring manager’s completed Position Applicant Tracking 
Spreadsheet for a specific open position, once the position is closed. 

O-R Interview 
selection & 
Hiring Decision 

Enter yes only if the applicant was selected for a phone screen, 
Round 1 or Round 2 interview, and which candidate was hired.  
Leave blank otherwise. 
Why:  Identify trends in recruiting sources for high-quality 
applicants  

S If selected for 
Phone Interview 
onward, 
Candidate Info 

Double-check that all candidates selected for phone screen, Round 
1 or Round 2 interviews were informed of the decision.  Select 
“yes” or “no” from the drop-down list. 
Note:  Conditional formatting is applied to this column. If a 
candidate was not communicated with, it will be obvious!  
Why:  Verify that all candidates have been communicated with   
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Column Name What to Enter and Why 

T-V Consideration 
for Future 
Positions 

For each resume forwarded to the Hiring Manager, record whether 
or not the Manager recommends the applicant be considered for 
other or future positions.   
Enter yes only if the applicant is being considered. Leave blank 
otherwise.  
If “yes”, record the department and/or position noted. 
Why:  For benefit of future Hiring Managers to speed up 
recruitment process  

W Interviewing 
Manager 
Comments  

Record any additional comments about the applicant from the 
Manager, if provided. 
Why:  To capture relevant history or observations re the candidate  
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